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Black pepper Quiz: 10 Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What is the scientific name of the black pepper plant?

Piper nigrum

Piperu nigrum

Negri piperi

2. What is black pepper also known as?

Cardamom

Pepper corn

Cinnamon
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3. What is the size of a fresh and settled black pepper?

5mm

3mm

2mm

4. What is dried black pepper used for?

For curing the headache

For culinary as a spice

For killing spiders

5. Which city in Southern India is black pepper native to?

Kolkata

Mumbai

Kerala

6. Which country's cuisine can be characterized by the high usage of black pepper?

Turkey

China

Japan

7. In the middle ages, Pepper was a luxury item.

True

False

8. Which alkaloid is responsible to give pungency to the black pepper?

Piperine

Morphine

Epherdine

9. Black pepper is responsible for the improvement of which body function?

Digestion
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Reproduction

Respiration

10. What are the ripe fruit seeds of black pepper plant called?

Pink pepper

White pepper

Green pepper
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Black pepper Quiz: 10 Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is the scientific name of the black pepper plant?
  Piper nigrum
  2. What is black pepper also known as?
  Pepper corn
  3. What is the size of a fresh and settled black pepper?
  5mm
  4. What is dried black pepper used for?
  For culinary as a spice
  5. Which city in Southern India is black pepper native to?
  Kerala
  6. Which country's cuisine can be characterized by the high usage of black pepper?
  China
  7. In the middle ages, Pepper was a luxury item.
  True
  8. Which alkaloid is responsible to give pungency to the black pepper?
  Piperine
  9. Black pepper is responsible for the improvement of which body function?
  Digestion
  10. What are the ripe fruit seeds of black pepper plant called?
  White pepper
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